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OVERVIEW
On October 20, 2021, we released one of three reports on single-purpose hate
accounts targeting Harry and Meghan, Duke and Duchess of Sussex. The initial
report outlined how fewer than one hundred single-purpose hate accounts were
responsible for approximately 70 percent of the original and derivative hate-filled
content targeting Harry and Meghan on Twitter.
On November 1, 2021, we released our second report to show how single-purpose
hate accounts strategically targeted and interacted with specific journalists and
royal commentators to amplify their conspiracy theories and increase their
exposure. We concluded that nine out of the ten prominent Twitter accounts that
primarily cover the royal family, in fact, had interacted with at least one of the 84
hate accounts we were monitoring. On at least one occasion, we could link a
conspiracy theory shared by a single-purpose hate account to an award-winning
journalist and author, who then amplified the conspiracy theory on Twitter and TV.
This third and final report will demonstrate how single-purpose hate accounts
coordinate on several platforms, use Twitter to spread disinformation, monetize
their hatred, and circulate conspiracy theories on YouTube. We will illustrate how
single-purpose hate accounts have turned targeted harassment and coordinated
hate campaigns into a lucrative hate-for-profit enterprise.
We will prove how one of the most well-known hate accounts, that uses the
moniker “Yankee Wally,” helped start one of the first anti-Meghan hate groups
online and is in communication with Samantha Markle, Meghan Markle’s half-sister.
We will show also how Yankee Wally is buying fake Twitter accounts in bulk to
continue her anti-Meghan hate campaign.
This report will explore who is behind some of the most popular hate accounts and
examine how they leverage their popularity into lucrative YouTube-dependant
incomes.
We will provide statistics and estimated earnings for some of these YouTube hate
channels and a list of the most popular anti-Meghan YouTube hate channels.

OVERVIEW
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INTRODUCTION
In 2018, Yankee Wally co-founded a private MeWe group focused primarily on Harry
and Meghan, Duke and Duchess of Sussex. Samantha Markle, Meghan Markle’s halfsister, was also a member of the group and became friends with Yankee Wally.
Members of the MeWe group would fabricate falsehoods about Harry and Meghan
and strategize about how to disseminate conspiracy theories and disinformation on
other social media platforms.
The group was composed predominantly of of middle-aged Caucasian women
located in the United Kingdom, United States, and Australia. Members of the group
used derogatory terms when referring to Meghan Markle and her Black supporters.
Several members of the group often created derogatory memes to share outside of
the group on Twitter and Instagram. The group would be the catalyst of a
coordinated and sustained smear campaign targeting Harry and Meghan, and
spanning multiple social media platforms.
In 2019, Yankee Wally, Murky Meg, and According 2taz began creating low-quality
YouTube videos targeting Harry and Meghan. The trio created hate-filled and mostly
inaccurate videos to monetize conspiracy theories about Harry and Meghan. The
three YouTube channels had a combined 70+ million views, and an estimated
$494,730 in total YouTube earnings.
The trio also coordinated their efforts on Twitter, cultivating a following by
disseminating conspiracy theories and disinformation about Harry and Meghan that
were concocted in the MeWe group. Their efforts allowed them to interact with
journalists and royal experts, who then, in some circumstances, amplified the
falsehoods. The women leveraged their Twitter popularity to funnel their followers
to their YouTube channels, where they would discuss the conspiracy theories they
helped to manufacture.
They did not limit the coordination to the MeWe group. The trio also used a private
WhatsApp group chat to strategize and discuss tactics they would employ on Twitter
and other social media platforms.
The trio’s popularity grew among anti-Meghan hate accounts. In one instance,
Murky Meg used her popularity to amplify a conspiracy theory she helped
manufacture, which in turn, a royal expert ultimately then repeated on TV. Twitter
eventually verified Murky Meg, giving her considerably more legitimacy.

INTRODUCTION
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INTRODUCTION - CONT.
Yankee Wally touted her public relationship with Samantha Markle and her
popularity with anti-Meghan hate accounts to correspond with journalists and royal
experts. Yankee Wally also spearheaded efforts to manipulate conversations on
Twitter. In one YouTube video, Yankee Wally gave a tutorial on creating fake Twitter
accounts. In another YouTube video, she demonstrated how to use a VPN (Virtual
Private Network) to make it appear they were users from another country.
Yankee Wally boasted about using multiple Twitter accounts and manipulating
conversations on Twitter. In one circumstance, she inadvertently shared her search
history in a YouTube video showing she was searching for a service to buy fake
Twitter accounts in bulk. During the same video, she also inadvertently shared the
email confirmation for her order. Using multiple accounts to manipulate
conversations on Twitter is strictly prohibited, and Twitter has suspended over 19
accounts operated by Yankee Wally.
After repeated complaints and reports by Twitter users, Twitter also suspended
Murky Meg’s verified account in September 2021. Murky Meg was the second hate
account of the trio to be suspended by Twitter.
According 2taz’s Twitter account is still active, although Twitter’s reporting system
has acknowledged she has violated its rules on multiple occasions, including for
abuse and harassment.
Platform manipulation didn’t end with Twitter. Yankee Wally showed her YouTube
viewers how to make negative Amazon book reviews appear at the top. She also
admitted she left a negative book review about Meghan Markle’s book without
actually reading the book. Yankee Wally even instructed her viewers to use a VPN
(Virtual Private Network) so that they could abuse the Archewell.com website.
Yankee Wally is just one example of many single-purpose hate accounts, and there
are dozens of others, including YouTube channels, that violate both platforms’ rules.
Yankee Wally isn’t the exception to the rule; she is the rule.
After we published our first report, Twitter initially suspended 11 single-purpose
hate accounts. In the following weeks, Twitter suspended an additional 13 accounts.
Twitter also determined other single-purpose hate accounts were breaking their
rules against abuse and harassment, but Twitter didn’t permanently suspend the
accounts.
I N T R O D U C T I O N - C O N T.
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INTRODUCTION - CONT. 2
The single-purpose hate accounts that Twitter permanently suspended created new
accounts and continued their abuse and harassment. Twitter's limited
enforcement of its rules appeared to embolden the most toxic hate accounts. On
more than one occasion, previously suspended hate accounts openly mocked
Twitter and bragged about "always coming back" after being
permanently suspended.
We observed hate accounts coordinating and blatantly harassing journalists who
covered our first two reports. And although the accounts did indeed break
Twitter's rules for abuse and harassment, approximately 120 single-purpose hate
accounts that Twitter previously suspended, temporarily locked for abuse and
harassment, or are currently violating Twitter's rules remain active.
Based on the data and extensive evidence we collected, our research has revealed a
sustained coordinated campaign to defame Harry and Meghan, and tarnish their
brand. The campaign spans several social media platforms across multiple
continents, and the key participants are predominantly Caucasian women between
the ages of 38 and 65.
Racism and YouTube ad revenue are the primary motivators of the core group.
Subgroups are driven primarily by their hatred of Meghan Markle, taking their cues
from the core group. The bizarre and nonsensical conspiracy theories they believe
are reminiscent of QAnon, but the hate and vitriol they spread would classify
them as a hate group.

I N T R O D U C T I O N - C O N T. 2
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THE TRIO
Yankee Wally is a 65-year-old Caucasian woman from the United Kingdom, and
other hate accounts credit her with being one of the founders of the anti-Meghan
hate group. Yankee boasts about her years of running brothels and causing
mischief, and she is open about her current online career attacking Meghan Markle.
Yankee Wally is friends with According 2taz and Murky Meg, and like Yankee Wally,
they are also Caucasian women from the United Kingdom who have made an online
career out of attacking Meghan Markle. The three women have discussed their
friendship openly in their YouTube videos and on other social media platforms.
Since 2018, the trio have used their Twitter accounts and YouTube channels to
attack, smear, and spread mis/disinformation about Harry and Meghan, Duke and
Duchess of Sussex.
In 2019, the trio signed a petition requesting the Brighton & Hove Council reject the
usage of the titles “Duke of Sussex” and “Duchess of Sussex” by Harry and Meghan.
They claimed such titles were entirely non-democratic and symbolic of the
oppression of the general public by the wealthy elite. The petition received fewer
than 4000 signatures, and it failed. The petition is one of many examples of the
women working together against Harry and Meghan.
Petition: https://phantom.brighton-hove.gov.uk/mgEpetitionSignatureList.aspx?
PageNo=1&Id=639&ShowAll=1&Type=0&RPID=0

According 2taz

Murky Meg

Yankee Wally

Disclaimer: We obtained the photos from social media profiles uploaded by each individual.

THE TRIO
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THE TRIO'S FRIENDSHIP
According 2taz and Yankee Wally credit Murky Meg for helping them start their
YouTube channels, and According 2taz tweeted several times about her friendship
with Murky Meg. The three women remained friends until September 2021, when
Twitter suspended Murky Meg. According 2taz and Murky Meg stopped talking to
one another, putting Yankee Wally in the middle of an ongoing dispute between the
two of her friends.

THE TRIO'S FRIENDSHIP
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ACCORDING 2TAZ ON ZDF
On Remembrance Sunday, According 2taz tweeted about a camerawoman who
stopped her and asked According 2taz about her thoughts on the Queen missing
Remembrance Sunday. According 2taz claims the woman asked her what she did for
a job, and she joked she might end up on the cutting room floor if they looked her
up. According 2taz essentially acknowledged what she does online could be
problematic enough for her not to be included when the segment aired. ZDF did air
According 2taz’s interview, and then they released a statement after someone
complained about ZDF giving According 2taz airtime.

AC C O R D I N G 2 TA Z O N Z D F
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FROM CROCHETER TO MURKY MEG
Before becoming known as one of the most notorious anti-Meghan hate accounts,
Murky Meg was known for her crocheting skills and KizWiz Crochet brand. In 2018,
SNIZL wrote about Murky Meg's crochet water balloons and the future of her brand.
Murky Meg also had a YouTube channel that showed people how to crochet, but it
wasn't nearly as popular as her current anti-Meghan endeavor.

F R O M C R O C H E T E R TO M U R K Y M E G
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THE FORMER MADAM
Yankee Wally is candid about her former life as a brothel madam. Yankee Wally is
also outspoken about her run-ins with the law. In 2005, the South Wales Echo
published an article about Yankee Wally pointing an air pistol at a terrified 23-yearold student. Yankee Wally pleaded guilty to possessing a firearm with intent to cause
fear of violence, and the judge sentenced Yankee Wally to four months in jail.

THE FORMER MADAM
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MEWE GROUP
Yankee Wally, aka @GiftedWelsh aka @ShylocksSister, co-founded the private antiMeghan MeWe group to share information and photos that group members could
disseminate on other social media platforms. The group members fabricated much
of the information and altered many of the photos. The MeWe group was akin to a
Meghan Markle disinformation repository. From the MeWe group, the falsehoods
and memes spread to Twitter and then to other social media platforms.

MEWE GROUP
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TWITTER DMs
On July 28, 2019, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "Meghan Markle
sister Samantha Markle has given me permission to publish our DMs."
In this video, Yankee Wally shared Twitter direct messages from Samantha Markle
asking Yankee Wally to talk about Samantha's personal issues in one of Yankee
Wally's videos.

TWITTER DMs
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TWITTER DMs - CONT.
On December 5, 2020, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "A message
from Samantha Markle! Her book is almost here!"
In this video, Yankee Wally shared Twitter direct messages from Samantha Markle.

T W I T T E R D M s - C O N T.
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HATE ACCOUNT TUTORIAL
On July 23, 2019, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "Meghan Markle is
uncultured, uncivil spoilt and rude. But she CAN see 500 yds with her rat-eyes!"
In this video, Yankee Wally gave a tutorial on creating a single-purpose hate account
using a "throwaway email" address.

H AT E A C C O U N T T U TO R I A L
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FAKE TWITTER ACCOUNTS
On June 10, 2021, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "QE2 did NOT
agree for Sussexes baby to be called "Lilibet" BBC announce, & MM lawyers up!
again"
In this video, Yankee Wally showed her viewers some of the many Twitter accounts
she used to tweet conspiracy theories and disinformation about Meghan and Harry.
Yankee Wally told her viewers there was no point banning her, and she boasted
about coming back to Twitter again after being suspended.

FA K E T W I T T E R AC C O U N T S
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BUYING TWITTER ACCOUNTS
On December 14, 2021, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "Jean Gasho!
how disappointing. we hope you are allright?"
In this video, Yankee Wally inadvertently revealed her recent Google searches to her
viewers. It showed she was searching to buy Twitter accounts in bulk. In the same
video, we can see a confirmation email from GoRapid confirming her order.
GoRapid sells Twitter accounts among other things.

BUYING TWITTER ACCOUNTS
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SINGLE-PURPOSE HATE ACCOUNT
On April 12, 2021, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "Sadly Prince
Philips funeral will do little to heal the raging feud between Harry and his UK
family."
In this video, Yankee Wally says she felt like she never belonged anywhere until she
met other anti-Meghan hate accounts. She then admitted her Twitter account was
used solely to bash Meghan Markle, and that Meghan deserves it.

S I N G L E - P U R P O S E H AT E AC C O U N T
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ATTACKING ARCHEWELL.COM
On April 09, 2021, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "RIP HRH Prince
Philip, Duke of Edinburgh."
In this video, Yankee Wally directed her viewers to use a VPN to hide their IP
addresses and attack the Archewell.com website. After giving detailed instructions
on how to download and use a VPN, and directing her viewers to "give them a load
of abuse," she then added, "um not that I'm suggesting that you do it."

AT TAC K I N G A RC H E W E L L .C O M
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MANIPULATING HASHTAGS
On January 01, 2022, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "2022 is going
to be a VICTORY for the Royal Family & US!!"
In this video, Yankee Wally boasted and gave a short tutorial on using multiple
accounts to get specific hashtags to trend by manipulating Twitter's algorithm.

M A N I P U L AT I N G H A S H TAG S
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MANIPULATING AMAZON REVIEWS
On June 08, 2021, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "Another day of
Ginge & Cringe struggles to stay relevant, as her book sinks like the Titanic."
In this video, Yankee Wally directed her viewers to find negative reviews of Meghan
Markle's children's book and mark the negative reviews as "helpful." Yankee Wally
also admitted she left a bad review although she hadn't read the book.

M A N I P U L AT I N G A M A ZO N R E V I E W S
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THREATENING MEGHAN MARKLE
On January 16, 2022, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "The Sussexes
just CANNOT let go of "rotten" Blighty can they? (we've replaced you already)"
In this video, Yankee Wally threatened Meghan Markle and tells her viewers she will
find Meghan Markle wherever she is and attack her with tomatoes and rotten eggs.
Yankee Wally told her viewers it wasn’t a threat, but a promise. Yankee Wally also
made similar threats using her GETTR account.

T H R E AT E N I N G M E G H A N M A R K L E
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TERRORIZING MEGHAN MARKLE
On July 30, 2019, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "Meghan markle is
an absolute FOOL. and a fool with money ....and yours."
In this video, Yankee Wally told her viewers she can't stand Meghan Markle, and she
will not stop terrorizing Meghan until she goes to Africa and stays there.

TERRORIZING MEGHAN MARKLE
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TARGETING WOMEN OF COLOR
On July 20, 2021, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "There's a very
dangerous organisation formed, to demolish the Monarchy. we must act fast."
In this video, Yankee Wally shared a list she believed was filled with women of color,
and she wanted her subscribers/followers to target the women on the list.

TA RG E T I N G W O M E N O F C O LO R
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NAPPY HAIR
On October 11, 2021, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "The Mystery &
Middle East Connections of #meghanmarkle."
In this video, Yankee Wally tells her viewers she doesn't like Middle Eastern men's
"nappy hair" and compares them to apes.

NAPPY HAIR
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BROTHELS vs. YOUTUBE EARNINGS
On December 24, 2021, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled: "You're not
really alone! Join me tomorrow? Let's get drunk together!"
In this video, Yankee Wally told her viewers that YouTube pays her more money to
operate an anti-Meghan hate channel than she ever made running two brothels.

B R OT H E L S v s . YO U T U B E E A R N I N G S
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YANKEE'S YOUTUBE EARNINGS
On December 2, 2021, Yankee Wally published a YouTube video titled:
"#MeghanMarkle has won a silly copyright claim, but she is now known
WORLDWIDE as a big fat liar."
In this video, at around 9:19, Yankee Wally inadvertently showed her YouTube Studio
estimated monthly revenue. She earned £2,503.84 for November or approximately
$3,388.07. In June, Yankee Wally earned over £3,000 or approximately $4059.45. We
estimate Yankee Wally earns £32380.35+ or $44,000+ each year, producing hate
content targeting Meghan Markle, her family, and her supporters.
Our estimation is based on her total yearly views and the RPM displayed on Yankee
Wally's YouTube Studio dashboard.
Note: Revenue Per Mille (RPM) is a metric that represents how much money you've
earned per 1,000 video views.

November Estimated Revenue

$3,388.07
Yearly Estimated Revenue

$44,000.00+

YA N K E E ' S YO U T U B E E A R N I N G S
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COOPERATIVE YOUTUBE CHANNEL
In the early days of Yankee Wally’s YouTube channel, she posted a community
comment telling her followers she was monetizing her YouTube channel but was
not allowed to make money. Yankee Wally also said that she would give back any
money she earned to her viewers in the form of Amazon gift cards after purchasing
a laptop. Yankee Wally claimed her YouTube channel would become cooperative.
We couldn’t find any evidence of Yankee Wally sharing her YouTube earnings or
giving her viewers Amazon gift cards. In fact, Yankee Wally continued to accept
donations while earning thousands of dollars each month.

C O O P E R AT I V E YO U T U B E C H A N N E L
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THANKING YOUTUBE
In a YouTube community post, Yankee Wally thanked YouTube for supporting antiMeghan hate channels, and then she encouraged other creators to continue
publishing anti-Meghan content.

THANKING YOUTUBE
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YOUTUBE DEPENDENCY
On multiple occasions, According 2taz tweeted her displeasure with YouTube
demonetizing her videos, and she made it clear the ability to pay her bills depended
on her YouTube ad earnings. According 2taz also stated she would have to give up
creating videos if YouTube continued demonetizing her videos.

YOUTUBE DEPENDENCY
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YOUTUBE STATS (2021)
In 2021, the three women earned approximately $157,465, producing low-budget
videos focused predominantly on attacking Meghan Markle, her family, and her
supporters.
Note: Revenue Per Mille (RPM) is a metric that represents how much money you've
earned per 1,000 video views.

Estimated Earnings $7 RPM (2021)
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YO U T U B E S TAT S ( 2 0 2 1 )

Murky Meg

Yankee Wally
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YOUTUBE STATS (ALL-TIME)
According 2taz, Murky Meg, and Yankee Wally had a combined 70+ million views
and an estimated $494,730 in total YouTube earnings.
Note: Revenue Per Mille (RPM) is a metric that represents how much money you've
earned per 1,000 video views.

Estimated Earnings $7 RPM (All-time)
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Video Views (All-time)
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Y O U T U B E S T A T S ( A L L- T I M E )
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PROBLEMATIC YOUTUBE CHANNELS
According 2taz, Murky Meg, and Yankee Wally aren’t the only YouTube channels
focused predominantly on disparaging Meghan Markle. We were able to identify at
least 25 similar YouTube channels with a combined 497+ million views and an
estimated $3.48 million in total YouTube earnings.
Note: Revenue Per Mille (RPM) is a metric that represents how much money you've
earned per 1,000 video views.

Total YouTube Video Views

497,465,924
Estimated Total YouTube Earnings ($7 RPM)

$3,482,261

Problematic YouTube Channels
According 2taz: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIdvTZ6Y2JghQLFwnE0otzQ/videos
Bizzy Bee: https://www.youtube.com/c/BizzyBee/videos
British Royal Fans: https://www.youtube.com/c/TRelaxingMusic/videos
British Royal Updates: https://www.youtube.com/user/evilfatality/videos
Celt Views: https://www.youtube.com/c/celtnews/videos
DanjA zonE: https://www.youtube.com/c/DanjaZone/videos
HG Tudor: https://www.youtube.com/c/HGTudorKnowingTheNarcissistUltra/videos
Kate Middleton & The Queen: https://www.youtube.com/user/LoViZiMo
Kate Middleton & The Queen version 2: https://www.youtube.com/user/hominhdongful/videos
Keep NYC MegaTrash Free: https://www.youtube.com/c/KeepNYCMegaTrashFree/videos
Leilani Of Barbados: https://www.youtube.com/c/LeilaniOfBarbados/videos
Murky Meg: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtFgjP6EiDO9w5wKmLiQFXg/videos
Pilot Hardy: https://www.youtube.com/c/PilotHardy/videos
Princess Tiffany: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9w8oWWD4auLaFGMGdD4IQw/videos
Royal Daily News: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuqPkkLDuBKL8i4WiCSQObA/videos
Royal Fans: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoKebmWzlsHh9qIp1c6R9Mw/videos
Royal News and...: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUIm1uBdIgIooi3KMY7LyfQ/videos
Royal News: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHjkoXTqlXzw6agaNDfkkvg
Sue Smith: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc8E1WBe-7KSqaoCHQB5KTg/videos
The Body Language Guy: https://www.youtube.com/c/thebodylanguageguy/videos
TV News 24h: https://www.youtube.com/c/TVNews24hUS/videos
TV News 24h: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClv6pLiY98U5K8pZZqPmp9g/videos
UK Royal Fans: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCiLAoOBPRD9R8B2f__sdFLQ/videos
UK Royal Updates: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCA0oZlSyDIViuTN7Brn5Piw/videos
Yankee Wally: https://www.youtube.com/c/YankeeWally/videos
P RO B L E M AT I C YO U T U B E C H A N N E L S
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YOUTUBE VIDEO EXAMPLES

YOUTUBE VIDEO EXAMPLES
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MEGHAN OBSESSION

MEGHAN OBSESSION
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MEGHAN OBSESSION - CONT.

M E G H A N O B S E S S I O N - C O N T.
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YOUTUBE HARASSMENT POLICY
YouTube’s policy on harassment and cyberbullying prohibits accounts dedicated
entirely to focusing on maliciously insulting an identifiable individual. YouTube also
prohibits extreme insults to dehumanize individuals based on their intrinsic
attributes. Each of the channels listed in this report violates YouTube’s harassment
and cyberbullying policies.

YOUTUBE HARASSMENT POLICY
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TWITTER ABUSE AND HARASSMENT
Four of the most active single-purpose hate accounts have received warnings from
Twitter for abuse and harassment, but the accounts remain active. Twitter has
acknowledged these accounts are abusive to others and engage in targeted
harassment, and even after the warnings, they continue their abuse and targeted
harassment.

TWITTER ABUSE AND HARASSMENT
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SOLICITING INFORMATION
Soliciting sensitive information about Harry and Meghan was a red line the group
had no problem crossing. People would respond with the requested information
with no concern for the couple’s safety. Often, the posted information would include
unredacted mailing addresses and other information that someone could use to
target the couple. The reckless solicitation of information was brazen and done out
in the open without fear of suspension or reprisal.

S O L I C I T I N G I N F O R M AT I O N
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EVADING TWITTER SUSPENSION
Evading suspension has become a skill for many of the single-purpose hate
accounts. They create multiple accounts, and when Twitter suspends one of their
accounts, they use a VPN to hide their IP address and use one of their alternate
accounts. Many quickly regain their followers, returning to business as usual. For
example, Twitter suspended @Pantalaimonsil1 aka @DukePantalaimon twice, and
the account is back as @L0RD_Belacqua (Twitter ID:1467174202205777925) and is
still engaging in targeted harassment. Medium.com suspended @DukePantalaimon
for violating its rules two hours after being notified of his violations. Twitter has yet
to suspend @L0RD_Belacqua although the account is evading the previous two
suspensions, and continues to break Twitter's rules. In a recent video, Yankee Wally
advocated for @DukePantalaimon aka @L0RD_Belacqua, and said he is a vital
member of their group.

EVADING TWITTER SUSPENSION
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MIS/DISINFORMATION EXAMPLES
Spreading mis/disinformation is the primary objective of the core group.
Disseminating falsehoods about Meghan Markle is routine, and it is how the core
group of bad actors is able to monetize their YouTube channels. Spreading
conspiracy theories about Meghan Markle never being pregnant was commonplace
and widely accepted by single-purpose hate accounts.

M I S / D I S I N F O R M AT I O N E X A M P L E S
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MIS/DISINFORMATION FLOWCHART
The key participants fabricated falsehoods off-platform but used Twitter as a
staging ground to launch their attacks and spread conspiracy theories about Harry
and Meghan. Other single-purpose hate accounts repackaged and repeated the
falsehoods on Twitter and other social media platforms. Once the conspiracy
theories and disinformation they fabricated spread, they then produced YouTube
videos about the topic and monetized their conspiracy theories. Twitter is central to
the flow of conspiracy theories and mis/disinformation, and without Twitter, their
reach and ability to spread falsehoods is greatly diminished.

Falsehoods & Memes

MeWe / WhatsApp

Twitter

Facebook

Instagram

Reddit

YouTube

Payments to hate accounts

M I S / D I S I N F O R M AT I O N F LO W C H A RT
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ABUSIVE TWEETS
Hate accounts didn't care about breaking Twitter's rules. Attacking Meghan Markle
was commonplace, and there was no line hate accounts wouldn't cross.

ABUSIVE TWEETS
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RACIAL SLURS
Attacks weren't limited to abusive and harmful tweets. Often hate accounts would
use racial slurs, including the word nigger, when describing Meghan Markle.

RACIAL SLURS
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TWITTER RULES
Twitter accounts listed in this report are violating several Twitter rules, including but
not limited to platform manipulation, abuse & harassment, hateful conduct,
synthetic & manipulated media, and evading suspensions.

TWITTER RULES
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ACTIVE TWITTER HATE ACCOUNTS

AC T I V E T W I T T E R H AT E AC C O U N T S
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ACTIVE HATE ACCOUNTS - CONT.

A C T I V E H A T E A C C O U N T S - C O N T.
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ACTIVE HATE ACCOUNTS - CONT. 2

A C T I V E H A T E A C C O U N T S - C O N T. 2
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MIGRATION TO GETTR
While we were compiling this report, Yankee Wally and other single-purpose hate
accounts decided they would take their hate group to GETTR in case Twitter began
suspending accounts en masse. Yankee Wally instructed her viewers to create a
GETTR account in a YouTube community post, and she also published a video on
how to install and use the GETTR app.

M I G R AT I O N TO G E T T R
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GETTR EXAMPLES
Similar to what we found on other social media platforms, single-purpose hate
accounts posted on GETTR abusive and defamatory content about Harry and
Meghan, Duke and Duchess of Sussex.

GETTR EXAMPLES
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CONCLUSION
We were able to establish that Meghan Markle is the target of an ongoing hate and
disinformation campaign organized by a group of predominantly Caucasian women.
The group fabricated and disseminated false narratives and altered photos of
Meghan Markle on Twitter and other social media platforms.
Group members operated multiple Twitter accounts and used the accounts to
manipulate conversations on Twitter and target journalists who wrote favorable
articles about Harry and Meghan. They coordinated their attacks, attempting to
discredit anyone they felt contradicted their narrative about the couple. Hate
accounts would often interact with and align themselves with royal commentators
who were inclined to help them amplify their false narratives.
The anti-Meghan group is proficient at evading suspensions, and they openly mock
Twitter about returning shortly after losing an account. Their sheer ability to
circumvent Twitter’s security measures and operate new hate accounts makes
mitigating the group’s mis/disinformation and targeted harassment challenging.
Their ability to churn out and disseminate falsehoods is matched only by their ability
to use YouTube to monetize the conspiracy theories and falsehoods they regurgitate
on social media platforms. They have no incentive to stop, and to the contrary,
YouTube incentivizes them to continue producing their hate-filled content that fuels
the cycle of harassment and hatred.
It is concerning that a hate group with little technical expertise could easily
manipulate conversations on Twitter for over three years and push into the
mainstream media the false narratives they fabricated, which went virtually
unchallenged by anyone. The hate group was not hiding its activities and was
operating in plain sight and continued to operate as journalists and researchers
monitored those activities after we published our first report.
We believe several hate accounts pose a credible threat to Harry and Meghan, Duke
and Duchess of Sussex. Yankee Wally made explicit threats to Meghan Markle, and
she has a criminal record and history of violence. Yankee Wally has over 42
thousand YouTube subscribers, many of whom live in the United Kingdom and the
United States. Even if Yankee Wally herself doesn’t act on her threats, her incendiary
rhetoric creates a dangerous environment that could very well encourage someone
else to carry out an attack on Meghan Markle and/or members of her family.

CONCLUSION
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CONCLUSION - CONT.
Unless Twitter bans single-purpose hate accounts explicitly created to target specific
individuals and becomes more proactive at suspending their new accounts,
unfortunately, these hate groups will continue to thrive on Twitter and use the
platform as a staging ground to spread their hatred. If YouTube doesn’t stop
monetizing problematic channels and flat out prohibit the videos, there is no
incentive for the core group to stop fabricating and disseminating false narratives.
Additionally, without new policies to address single-purpose hate accounts and
problematic YouTube channels, we could very well see an escalation in incendiary
rhetoric that will lead to violence, as we have seen with QAnon, White Supremacists,
and other similar hate groups.
If Twitter and YouTube only enforced their current rules and policies regarding
abuse, harassment, and hateful content, it would be a significant improvement from
what we are presently witnessing on both platforms.

C O N C L U S I O N - C O N T.
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ABOUT BOT SENTINEL
Bot Sentinel Inc. is a research firm comprising data scientists, machine learning
engineers, and researchers specializing in identifying and understanding
disinformation and targeted attacks on social media platforms. Our mission is to
detect, analyze, and effectively expose threats using machine learning/artificial
intelligence, HUMINT (Human Intelligence), and other various methods and
technologies.
The name Bot Sentinel means autonomous guard. In other words, we are using a
good "bot" to help identify and guard against inauthentic accounts and toxic trolls.
Bot Sentinel doesn’t just classify automated accounts aka bads bots, we developed
Bot Sentinel to classify several types of accounts including accounts operated by
human beings.
Our free platform and tools help expose ongoing threats while helping to protect
our users from targeted attacks. The platform we provide also allows journalists and
other experts to conduct their own research using the free tools and data we offer.
Over 30 news outlets and publications have cited our research and data, and
approximately 100,000 active users use our free platform and tools each month.
Press inquiries: press@bosentinel.com
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